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ABSTRACT

RF current measurements have been conducted on an asymmetric capacitive discharge in
argon at pressures of 3.7 to 70 mtorr, at 10 MHz, over a voltage amplitude range of -100 V to -700

V. Confinement of the glow between the powered electrode and a well-defined grounded electrode
was found to be essential formeasurements of the rf current flowing to the grounded electrode. With

our previous axial electric field measurements in the glow [A.H. Sato and M.A. Lieberman, J. Appl.

Phys. 68, 6117 (1990)], the current measurements provide further evidence indicating that the glow
impedance has a negative real part for argon discharges up to pressures of at least 20 mtorr.

The current and voltage waveforms were Fourier transformed to study the discharge
impedance. The first harmonic current amplitude I was found to vary nearly linearly with the first
harmonic voltage amplitude Vrf, and thedischarge power was found to vary nearly quadratically with

Vrf. The data also showed that a small amount ofpower isemitted from thedischarge at thesecond
harmonic.

A simple discharge model was developed to study the effect of secondary electrons on the

discharge behavior, and also to study recent ideas on the dc bias that appears in asymmetric
discharges. The model describes the discharge in terms of an equivalent circuit, using self-consistent
sheath model results for the sheath impedance, and the cold plasma description for the glow

impedance. Particle balance and electron power balance are combined to determine values for the

electron temperature and plasma density, and values for the sheath and glow impedances can be
obtained with these. Two versions of the discharge model are developed for the cases of collisionless

and collision-dominated ion transport through the sheaths. The discharge model includes stochastic
sheath heating, glowohmic heatingand secondary electron power to provideenergyto the electrons.

Using stochastic and ohmic heating alone in the model gives a sublinear I - Vrf relation. Adding

secondary electron power improves the linearity of I vs. Vrf. Good agreement with experimental I -

Vrfdata is obtained with effective secondary electron emission coefficients yeff of 0.03,0.08, and 0.16
at 3.7,20, and 70 mtorr, respectively. The total discharge power obtained using these values for Yeff
agrees well with experimental data, even though a fit of the rf current data does not automatically

imply agreement in the power data. The dc bias results from the collisional sheath version of the
model are close to the 20 and 70 mtorr experimental data. Differences of -16% are observed in the

slopes of the model and experimental Vdc vs. Vrf lines. The slope of Vdc vs. Vrf for the 3.7 mtorr
experimental data is -34% lowerthan results from the collisionless version of the model. The larger

discrepancy in this case mayindicate the influence of the glow shape on the electrical asymmetry of
the discharge.

I. Introduction

Incapacitive rfdischarges, at pressures below a few hundred millitorr, the interaction of electrons with
the time-varying fields in the sheath regions areanimportant mechanism for creating energetic electrons. This
heating mechanism depends not only on the sheath electric fields, but also on the glow electric field, as the

latter determines the flux of slow electrons incident upon the sheath. Sommerer et al.1 studied theeffect of
temporarily inverting or zeroingthe glow electric field for a few rf cycles in a self-consistent kinetic model of
helium rf discharges. The self-consistent glowelectric fieldnormally decelerates fast (-15 eV) electrons as they

approach an expanding sheath. Inverting the sign of the glow electric field, or setting it to zero, allows the
fast electrons to impinge upon the expanding sheath, and the simulations showed that the electron heating
was enhanced and that the total ionization increased by 20% over one rf period.

Our interest in rf sheaths led us to perform electric field measurements in the sheath and glow region

incapacitive rf argon discharges.2 One effect we observed was an anomalous phase shift of the glow electric
field with respect to the voltage across the two electrodes. This suggested that electrons could be cooled in

the glow region; that is, the time-averaged product of the current and glow electric field - (I(t)Eglow(t)> was negative. This particular observation led to our efforts to measure the discharge current. These

experiments are presented in this paper.
The rf current measurements had an additional benefit: They allow one to study the discharge

impedanceand experimentallytest this aspectof rf discharge models. The models, in turn, serve to clarify the

processes occurring in the discharge, aswell asthe electrostatic behavior of the discharge. Previous impedance

studies tried to indirectly measure the plasma parameters such as the plasma density,3 elastic scattering

frequency,4 or the sheath voltage and glow electric field.5 Also, under certain conditions it is possible to
experimentally isolatea singleenergy deposition process. For example, at pressures higher than -lOOmt, one

can distinguish the ohmic heating from the ion power if awide current range isavailable.6 At lower pressures
this separation is more difficult because electron energy conservation balance involves the additional

mechanism of stochastic heating. However, the sum of the ohmic and stochastic heating powers can be

determined.7 Or, at lower voltages the stochastic heating term can be experimentally distinguished from the

ohmic heating term,8,9 but above -100 V the ion power contribution to the total discharge power is
significant and this makes separating the stochastic heating term difficult. In general, such convenient
situations may not exist for the pressure and voltage range of a particular application. Under these

circumstances a global discharge model is especially helpful in understanding discharge behavior.
In recent years it has been recognized that measuring the impedance of capacitive rf discharges can

be difficult. In electropositive gas discharges, the phase shift6 between the current andvoltage is nearly 90°,
and at 10 MHz 90°-6 can amount to only 1 ns of shift in time. This can be difficult to measure accurately.

Additionally, it has been recognized that most of the power from the rf generator can be dissipated in

matching networks employed in the external circuit,10'11 and hence nominal power measurements provided
by directional wattmeters can be misleading, and hence not an easily interpretable variable against which to
correlate plasma parameters. Thus,accurate measurements of external variables - current, voltage, or power - aredifficult to realize, but areimportant for careful experimental workon rf discharges. This hasmotivated
extensive efforts to establish reliable practices for measuring discharge impedance. Such is typified by the

recent work on the GEC Reference Cell,12 and also bythe many papers devoted to increasing the accuracy

of power measurements by calibration with dummy loads,13 or by the use of methods which attempt to
subtract power losses in cabling and the matching network from the total power delivered by the rf

generator.11,14 These methods are difficult to employ reliably, and debate has centered onwhether all stray

power losses have been fully accounted for in the matching network and cabling.15 Consequently, many
workers now prefer to compute the power from the time-averaged product of the measured currentandvoltage

waveforms.12,16 Much of this work has been done on fairly symmetric systems in glass vessels. We have
tried to employ this technique on our asymmetric discharge in a metal chamber and found that our current
waveforms exhibit a skewness not present in symmetric discharge results.

In our asymmetric systemwe encountered difficulties in measuring the discharge current. Harmonic
content is enhanced for asymmetric systems, and this worsens the ever-present problem of resonances and

parasitic oscillations in the apparatus. It is important to design the electrode configuration properly to
facilitate the current measurement. The final electrode design is discussed in this paper. We also found it

was important to perform the current measurement in a way that was insensitive to parasitic current
oscillations, and in a way that ensured discharge confinement These two features of the experiment were

crucial, and are discussed in this paper. These problems are less severe in much of the work in symmetric
systems. First, thesymmetry implies smaller harmonic content in the current, and hence, less concern for the
frequency response of the external circuit at higher harmonics. Second, much of thiswork was done in glass
vessels. This makes parasitic oscillations - currents circulating in the ground plane - less likely, and hence,
these stray current oscillations arelessof a problem. We note however, even in such systems, if the discharge
symmetry is destroyed by the escape of the glow from confinement (it may spread into the gas feed lines or

pumping ports) the discharge current will again exhibit large harmonic content.17'18 An escape of the glow
can be initiated by arc formation occurring at large rf voltages. Hence, these symmetric, glass systems are not

immune to the problems we also encountered, but rather avoid these problems by considering them outside
the voltage range of interest.

This paper is organized as follows: Section II describes the apparatus and experimental procedure
for the rf current measurements in our asymmetric system.

In Section III the experimental results are

presented and discussed in relation to experimental results obtained by other workers. Section IV presents
a simple model of an asymmetric capacitive rf discharge. This model is an adaptation of the work of Misium

etal.19 augmented by electrode asymmetry and aradially nonuniform plasma. In Section V the model results
are presented and discussed with respect to the experimental results and also other modeling works. Section
VI gives some general comments about the model validity and remaining issues. Section VII closes with a
summary of this paper.

II. Experimental Method
A Electrode Configuration

Figure 1 shows a schematic of the vacuum chamber, the electrode configuration, and the current and

voltage probes. In the original configuration, the grounded electrode GE2 and its supports are not present.
The vacuum chamber is a 12 inch inner diameter aluminum cylindrical vessel that is closed off at both ends

by movable aluminum pistons. The chamber wall and pistons are nominally at ground potential. 9 inch
diameter electrodes seal off each piston, and consist of 3/4 inch thick aluminum disks covered by 1/8 inch thick

copperdisks that act as the exposed surfaces. Both electrodes are set off from the pistons by teflon spacers.

During operation one electrode (GEl) is grounded to its supporting piston, and the other electrode (the

powered electrode) is driven by the rf power supply through an L type matching network. A grounded guard

electrode is placed around the circumference of the powered electrode to prevent the formation of a glow

along the radial surface of the electrode. The guard electrode is a band of 1/16 inch thickcopper formed in
a ring of -9.3 inch inner diameter.

Preliminary current measurements for argon discharges at 3 and 20 mtorr, with an electrode spacing
of 3 inches, were made using the basic configuration described above. The current at the grounded electrode
was measured with a Pearson 2877 current monitor placed on a short 1/4 inch diameter rod mounted at the

center of the atmospheric side of the grounded electrode. The connection to ground was completed through

three 2.5 inch wide copper bands, in order to minimize ground loop inductance. In this configuration the
measured current exhibitedharmonic distortions whichoccasionally caused the time-averaged productof this

current with thevoltage at the powered electrode to be negative. At the low pressures used, the glow spreads

beyond the region between the electrodes. Tochikubo et al.20 reported that an unconfined glow can lead
to large harmonic content in the current measured at the grounded electrode. This effect may be due to

oscillations excited by nonlinearities in the sheath which circulate rf current from the glow into the grounded

electrode, through a small (but nonzero) ground loop inductance to the chamber side wall, and finally back
through the side wall sheath into the glow. Near resonant behavior between the sheath capacitances and the

ground loop inductance has been used deliberately in substrate rf biasing21*22 and it is possible for the
small ground loop inductance to contribute to similar parasitic oscillations atharmonics of thedriving voltage.

The problem with this parasitic current isthat it does not flow from the powered to grounded electrode, and
therefore confuses the time-averaged current and voltage product.

A more desirable electrode configuration is one which further reduces the inductance between two

points on the grounded electrode, and permits a measurement which reflects only the current that actually

flows from the powered to grounded electrode. A new ground electrode, formed from the side and bottom
ofacylindrical cavity, was installed for this purpose (see GE2 in Fig. 1). The inner diameter was -9.3 inches
and its axial length was 2.5 inches. The purely geometric area ratio of the grounded and powered electrodes
was therefore -2.1. The new grounded electrode was fabricated out of 0.025 inch thickcopper sheet, and was

isolated from - and supported by- theoriginal grounded electrode by four 0.75 inch high teflon spacers. The
current return path was a single 2 inch wide ground strap that was connected to a vacuum feedthrough
constructed of a 0.25 inch diameter rod passing through a plexiglass flange. The clearance from the rod to
the chamber wall was 0.75 inch. The current monitor was mounted on the rod on the atmospheric side of the

feedthrough, and the end of the rod was connected by a 2 inch wide strap to the vacuum chamber wall at the
base of the plexiglass flange.

The powered and grounded electrodes were positioned to form a cylindrical cavity, with a -0.1 inch

gap between the grounded and powered electrode to accommodate misalignments. In this arrangement, the
glow could be confined for argon pressures up to 70 mtorr and rf voltage amplitudes of -700 V. At much

higher pressuresor voltages the glow would spreadout from the gap separating the two electrodes. When this
happened, the dc bias on the powered electrode increased from -1/2 of the rf amplitude to -4/5 of the rf
amplitude, implying significant current was flowing to other parts of the vacuum vessel and that the discharge

had become more asymmetric. The data to be presented was obtained when the glow remained confined to
the cylindrical cavity.

B. Current and Voltage Measurements

The rf voltage is measured with a capacitive divider positioned at the N type rf connector that
connects directly to the powered electrode. This yields the voltage of the powered electrode with respect to

the chamber wall ground; this is the sum of the voltage between the powered and grounded electrodes, aswell
as the voltage drop across the high frequency impedanceof the ground strap connecting the ground electrode
to the chamber wall. The inductance from the ground electrode to the chamber wall was measured as -90 nH

at 10 MHz, and this givea reactance of -6 ohm at 10 MHz. Sincethe discharge reactance is greater than -300

ohms in magnitude, the rf voltage will be in error by only a few percent in magnitude.
The current and voltage waveforms were measured simultaneously with two gated integrator and
boxcar averager modules, as shown in Fig. 2. Waveform samples were taken at 1 ns intervals, nominally, and

exponential averaging was used for each sample to reduce jitter in the data sets. In this arrangement, the first
boxcar triggers the second boxcar. The two modules do not use exactly the same increment in time between

samplings, so that the time axis of the data set from one boxcar module is rescaled by an appropriate factor.
This factor was found by feeding a common sinusoidal wave train to both boxcar modules from a signal

generator, and noting the ratio of the number of samples between zero crossings for the two data sets. This

calibration also provides the time delay between data sets taken by the two boxcar modules that results from
the triggering scheme used. The signal generator must be well warmed-up and stable to avoid drifts in the
period of the calibration signal.

The current signal is sent from the current monitorthrough a 50 ohm terminated coaxial cable to the

boxcar module input. The outputof the capacitive divider is monitored with a 10Xprobe which is connected
to the second boxcar module. The difference in propagation time for the signals on these two cabling paths

was found by using a sinusoidal test signal imposed across a teflon dielectric capacitor. The tangent of the

loss angle for teflon23 at 10 MHz is equivalent to only a few picoseconds of time shift between the current
and voltage waveforms. This is below the phase error introduced bysampling jitterof -0.1 ns. Therefore, in
this calibration we determine the difference in cable propagation time by requiring the current to lead the

voltage by 90°. This calibration was done for the 10 MHz (first harmonic component) results reported in
Section III.

III. Experimental Results and Discussion
A The Discharge Current

Figure 3 shows sample current waveforms. Fig. 3a shows an early attempt to measure the discharge

current I(t) for a 30 mtorr, 600 V argon discharge in the original electrode configuration. The electrode
spacing was 3 inches and the cylindrical grounded electrode was absent, thus allowing the glow to spread

throughout the vacuum chamber. The rf frequency was 13.6 MHz. The discharge current I(t)was calculated.
In this method, the total current Itol(t) entering the powered electrode was measured with a current
transformer mounted near the capacitive divider (see Fig. 1). The stray capacitance from the powered
electrode to the guard electrode was measured as Cs« 138 pf, and the current drawn by this capacitance was

calculated as CsdV/dt using the measured voltage waveform. The discharge current was then calculated with
I = Ilot - CsdV/dt.
This method generally gave skewed waveforms for I(t), as shown in Fig. 3a, for other pressures down

to -3 mtorr. Since the glow was unconfined, the discharge was highly asymmetric. The dc bias for the case

of Fig. 3a was -600V. The skewed nature of I(t) is due to the discharge asymmetry.
Figure 3a illustrates a difficulty with the original method of measuring I(t): The desired waveform

is the difference of two large waveforms of nearly the same size. Thus, extracting I(t) is sensitive to errors in
time shifts between Ilot and CsV/dt (or V(t)). At 3 mtorr the discharge current was even a smaller fraction
of the stray current, and this method was even more difficult to use than at 30 mtorr.

This method was suitable for observing qualitative features of I(t) such as amplitude and skewness.
But it was not accurate enough to compute the discharge power. Data obtained with the confined glow
scheme (described in Section II) showed that the phase shift 6 of the I(t) with respect to the V(t) was -87°

at the first harmonic. Adding a stray capacitance that draws -5 times as much current as the discharge
decreases the difference 90°-6 to a level comparable to timing errors introduced bythe instrumentation (-0.1ns
- 0.5° at 13.6 MHz). The discharge power is proportional to cos 6 = sin(90° - 6), thus errors introduced in

measuring the phase of the impedance at the powered electrode were comparable to the power factor cos 6
itself.

The confined glow scheme was developed to remedy this problem. By measuring the rf current at the

grounded electrode, the effect of the large stray current (in parallel with the powered electrode) on the phase

shift between the discharge current and voltage is minimized.6 Figure 3b shows a current waveform for the
20 mtorr, 600V discharge when the glow isconfined inside the cylindrical ground electrode. The rf frequency
was lowered to 10 MHz to provide a larger rf period and greater tolerance of timing enors. Onceagain I(t)

is skewed. The phase shift between the measure current and voltage waveforms is larger, however, and this

aids the computation of the discharge power.
In both Fig. 3a and 3b, a high frequency oscillation is visible. We believe this oscillation is due to a
resonance in the external circuit since the prominent frequencydid not seem to change with plasma conditions.

(Note that in both examples the period is roughly 20 ns, despite the change in rf frequency and plasma
parameters.)

These measurements show that the current waveforms in the original chamber configuration are

skewed sine waves having a capacitive relation to the voltage waveform. The original method of computing

I(t) is capable of demonstrating this, although precise determination of the phase relation between I(t) and
V(t) is not possible. However, even with this small uncertainty in phase shift, these current measurements

and our previous electric field measurements2 show that the glow impedance has a negative real part; that is,

<I(t)Eglow(t)> - Rglow I^j2 <0. This is shown in Fig. 4for the 2.3 mtorr. Current waveforms obtained from
the original method of computing I(t) are shown with measurements of the axial electric field in the glow.
A visual estimate of the product of these two show that the product will be negative. In this argument the
measured external currentis assumed to be equalto the glow conduction current. Initially we sought to check
current continuity by measuring the current waveform at both the powered and grounded electrode (see

Section IIA above) but encountered the problem of parasitic current oscillations. The confined glow
experiments indicate that the skewed, sinusoidal nature of the current waveform is preserved across the

discharge. Our recently developed two-coupled-sheath model24 for current conduction through a capacitive
discharge alsosupports the essential features of our current measurements. We also note that recent theory

and simulation work by Surendra et al.25 supports the possibility of a negative glow resistance.

B. The Discharge Impedance

Figures 5 to 7 showexperimental data points for argon discharges driven by a 10 MHz external voltage
obtained in the confined glow scheme. The pressures used were 3.7,20 and 70 mtorr. The dc bias, the first

harmonic current amplitude (now denoted by I), and the discharge power are plottedas functions of the first
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harmonic voltage amplitude Vrf. Also shown are curves obtained from the discharge model to be described
in Section IV.

Figure 5a shows the dcbias for the 3.7 mtorr discharge. In this graph and in the dcbias plots for the
20 mtorr (Fig. 6a) and 70 mtorr (Fig. 7a) cases, the experimental dc bias is fairly linear with the rf voltage,
and a line through the data passes below the origin at Vrf = 0. In Ref. 24we showed that the dc bias varies
quadratically with Vrf at small Vrf. Also, Vdc should be bounded from above by the curve for infinite area

ratio, Vdc = (kT^e) ln( I^eV/kTg)), where 1$ is the modified Bessel function.26 Thus, for small Vrf the
dc bias should vanish more quickly than linearly. This is consistent with the experimental dc bias data shown
here.

The first harmonic amplitude data was obtained by Fourier transforming the waveforms after

correcting the two data sets for sampling time interval differences and cable propagation time differences. The
power reported is actually the sum of products of the Fourier coefficients for the first 10 harmonics. For this

quantity, the higher harmonics are much smaller than the power at the first harmonic, since each higher

harmonic amplitude is roughly a factor of 10 or more smaller than the fundamental. Sample current and
voltage spectra are shown in Fig. 8 for a 70 mtorr, 700 V discharge. This was typical of all the discharge cases.

The current spectrum extends to the fifth to eighth harmonic. The amplitudes of the second harmonic and
aboveare a factor of 10 or more smaller than the fundamental, except for a resonance that may be excited at
the fifth or sixth harmonic. The voltage spectrum drops off quickly, with only a significant second harmonic
that is still at least a factor of 10 smaller than the fundamental.

Other workers have corrected their

measurements for the frequency response of the electronics athigher harmonics,12 however this would not be
a large correction here, and was therefore not performed.
Two data sets taken several weeks apart are shown for the 20 and 70 mtorr cases, and demonstrate

the reproducibilty of the data. The scatter in the discharge power is due to jitter in measurements of the

phase shift between the voltage and current waveforms. The spread in the phase shift was as large as -0.6°
for the 70 mtorr data, and this was consistent with the gate jitter of the gated integrator modules.

The I - Vrf relations wereallclosely linear for each of the three pressures. A logarithmic fit gave I-Vn
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where n *0.98,0.95, and 0.96 for 3.7,20 and 70 mtorr, respectively. Godyak et al.17 also showed I - Vrf data
for 3,10,30 and 100 mtorr in a symmetric argon discharge. (Their frequency was 13.56 MHz; the electrode

spacing was 6.7 cm; and the electrode material was aluminum.) At 3 mtorr, I - Vrf3/4 between 102 and 103
V. At 10 and 30 mtorr I - Vrf. At 100 mtorr I was roughly linear with Vrf, but at the highest voltages (Vrf
> 500 V) it increased slightly faster than linearly withVrf. Thus,between 10and 100 mtorrboth experiments

exhibit a linear I - Vrf relation, while at 3.7 mtorr our asymmetric discharge had a morelinear I-Vrf relation.
This difference may be due to the influence of electrode geometry or electrode material, which were the
substantial differences between the two experiments. (For example, clean aluminum has a secondary electron

emission coefficient of-0.1 for 1KeV argon ions compared to-0.7 for copper.27 Or, the enclosed geometry
of the grounded electrode may better confine energetic secondary electrons, as in a hollow cathode. The role
of secondary electrons will be discussed in Section IV.)

An equivalent resistance R and capacitance C can be defined from the first harmonic current and
voltage amplitudes, I and Vrf:
V,,

Rb J

cose ,
(i)

i

c - Vrf cdl sine .
These are shown in Fig. 9. R is fairly constant with I,and shows some curvature at 70 mtorr. This is similar

to the data of Godyak et al.17 except that their data showed a larger upward curvature for each pressure
between 3 and 100 mtorr overa similar voltage range. Such variation in R is observed hereonly for the 70

mtorr case. The equivalent capacitance at 3.7, 20 and 70 mtorr are fairly constant. Slightly more variation
at 3 mtorr is seen by Godyak et al. for their symmetric discharge, but the higher pressure cases are fairly
constant as in Fig. 9b.

When the power vs. Vrf data is plotted in logarithmic form, each curve gives close to a quadratic
dependence on Vrf. That is, P - Vrfn, where n « 1.93,1.89 and 1.97 for 3.7, 20, and 70 mtorr, respectively.

A nearly quadratic P- Vrf was reported by Godyak and Piejak14 for Vrf > 100 V in asymmetric 10 mtorr
argon discharge; they found P- Vrf1,8. Power data reported by Horwitz11 also indicate avariation P- Vrfn,
12

where n * 1.9 and 1.7, at 2.6 and 90 mtorr, respectively. Thus, a nearly - but slightly slower than ~ quadratic
variation of P with Vrf in not uncommon.

The phase 6 of the impedance at the first harmonic is shown in Fig. 10, and remains in the range of
86°-87° for voltages between 100V and800V, at the three pressures used here. For a 10 MHz waveform, this
amounts to a -0.8ns time shift between the two waveforms. Such a small phase shift is is partly responsible

for the difficulty in making accurate power measurements for low pressure rf discharges in electropositive

gases. Zau et al.28 have recently reported a similar conclusion in a comparative study of discharges in CF4,

Ar, and SF6. Godyak et al.17 reported data on the power factor cose for symmetric argon discharges at 10
and 100 mtorr. In the range of lO^lO3 V, the phase 6 was between 86°-87° also, and showed an upward
curvature similar to the 70 mtorr data presented here.

The discharge impedance at the second harmonic, Z^, was obtained by fourier analyzing the current
and voltage waveforms. One interesting aspect of the results is that the measured phase of 2^ is slightly
greater than 90°, indicating inductive character at the second harmonic, but with a negative real part of the

complex impedance. These results are shown in the first three columns of Table I. At all three pressures the

phase of 2^ increased slightly with Vrf, and decreased slightly with pressure. In the fourth through sixth
columns of Table I appear results from the two-sheath model of Ref. 24 for different density parameters. The

seventh column gives the value of kTg/e used in the computations.

The model has been run using

experimentally measured external voltage waveforms obtained at the pressure and voltage conditions listed;
this is responsible for the variation of the model results with pressure. The two-sheath model assumes a

uniform ion density in the sheath, and this results in an overestimate of the displacement current flowing
through the sheath, when compared to a modelbased on a nonuniform ion density. This is compensated for
by usingvery large density parameters; the relative size of the displacement current to the conduction current

will then be reduced. The density parameter of 23 x 1010 cm"3 in column six is meant to mimic the case of

a Child law sheath with a density of 1010 cm"3 at the ion sheath edge. The model results indicate that the
phase of Zj is slightly greater than 90°, except for the -100 V case at 109 cm*3. The results also show a
decrease in the phase with pressure. Also, upon comparing a phase at -100 V and a given density parameter
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with the phase at 700 V and a higherdensity parameter, the results show that the phaseis larger in the 700V
case. (Such a comparison incorporates the increase in density with voltage.) These trends are similar to the
experimental data.

A phase greater than 90° implies that the power at the second harmonic is negative. That is, the

discharge is emitting power to the external circuit. In an analytical model for power absorption in parallel
plate rf discharges we found that power absorption occurs in a pulsed fashion and that electrostatic energy in

the sheaths is returned to the external circuit over most of the rf cycle.29 Because this analytical model
assumes a sinusoidal driving current, the emitted power appears at the first harmonic. The numerical model

of Ref. 24 (which we have used to obtain the results in Table I) represents a version of this same model in

which the electron pulse to the electrodes is broadened. The current and voltage need not be sinusoidal
either. The essential ideas remain the same, however, and the experimental results for the second harmonic
power may be related to this effect when the current and voltage both contain harmonics.

IV. Asymmetric Discharge Model

This section presents a model for an asymmetric rf discharge. The set of equations describing the

discharge is an adaptation of the symmetric discharge model of Misium et al.19 The new features included
are: 1) unequal sheath voltages at the two electrodes, 2) variations of the sheath edge density over the two

elearodes, and 3) addition of the power carried into the discharge by secondary electrons to the electron

power balance. For this study we have adopted the following simplifications: 1) the secondary electron

modification of the density profile is not included (this would be important at pressures higher than -100
mtorr when their energy deposition is becoming localized to some small portion of the electrode spacing); 2)

the two works by Lieberman30,31 are used in separate models for each sheath collisionality regime, instead
of unifying the treatment of collisionless and collisional sheath descriptions; and 3) this model neglects the
energy carried out of the system by electrons that cross the sheath from glow to electrode.

Two conservation principles are invoked to specifythe state of the discharge. The first is the particle
number continuity equation for the ions,

14

uaE A'V - NoK,(Ttf) Jdx3n(x)

(2)

where N0 is the neutral gas density, KjCTg) is the ionization rate constant (that is, NqKj is the ionization

frequency); n(x) is the plasma density in the glow; and uB = (kTg/M)1'2 is the Bohm speed (M is the ion
mass). Ajdigj) e JdAj n^x), where Aj is the area of the sheath-plasma interface above the ith electrode
(i=PE or GE for the powered or grounded electrode,respectively, and we consider an electrode configuration

that totally encompasses the discharge). The density at the sheath-plasma interface is n^x); that is ^ {(x) =
n(x) when x is on this interface. It will be shown that Eq. (2) relates the temperature Te to the dimensions
and density profile of the glow.
The second conservation principle used is energy conservation for the electrons,

?!oss - ?ohm +?st + Psec »

(3)

where Ploss is the loss rate of electron energy to the processes of ionization, excitation, and elastic scattering;
Pohm is the ohmic heating of the glow electrons; Pst is the stochastic heating mechanism that heats glow

electronsas they reflect off of the moving sheath edge; and Psec representsenergydeposited into the discharge
by secondary electrons which are accelerated by the sheath potential. Expressions for these terms are given
below:

i

where E^^g) is the effective mean energy lost per ionization.19

L i^er ape
where me is the electron mass; e is the electroniccharge; vm is the elastic scattering frequency, n0 is the peak

plasma density and fG is a geometry factor; L is the glow length; and I is the discharge current.

Psec - VeffVhn ' Y#E eV0,i %A<n5,i> .
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(6)

where Yeff is an effective secondary emission coefficient, V0 jis the time-averaged sheath voltage, and Pion is
the power dissipated by ion acceleration through the sheath regions.

Pst is discussed below in Sections A and B for the separate models of free fall or collisional ion
transport through the sheaths.

In Eq. (5), fG accounts for the nonuniform density and nonplanar geometry of the glow current density
and electric field. When the electric field can be approximated as having only an axial component (as in

symmetric discharges), fG can be estimated.32'33 The formula used in these computations will be discussed
below once we have established a notation forthe density profile. We note for now that fG is roughlybetween
1.5 to 3, and varies with pressure as the density profile changes.

Psec is included in the electron energy balance in this model, as was also done by Godyak and

Khanneh in astudy of rfdischarges sustained by secondary electrons,34 and in Ref. 21. This treatment differs
from that of Ref. 19 in which P^ is included only in the expression for total power. Secondary electrons are
accelerated by the sheath electric fields into the glow, and a portion of the energythey carry into the glowwill
go into the processes of excitation, ionization, and elasticscattering, and hence must be included in the energy
balanceEq. (3). However, at these lower pressures it may be possible for a secondary electron to escape from
the discharge before losing its entire energy to gas atoms. Therefore, in this model, although the secondary

electron power is written Yeffpion vtne coefficient Yeff k really determined by both the average number of
electrons emitted per ion arriving at the electrode, y, and the fraction of the secondary electron energy, e<l,

that is deposited in the glow: veffB « Y« Also> there are several causes for electron emission from electrodes
-- ion bombardment, metastable atoms, photoemission, etc. - so that the coefficient yeff is not necessarily

associated with a single process.35 The secondary electron emission coefficient for argon ion bombardment
on copper has been reported as -0.7 at 1 KeV,36 and will be less than this at lower ion energies. Thus, the
ion bombardment contribution to yeff of a few tenths to a few hundredths (when most of the secondary
electron power is lost with escaping secondary electrons) would not be unrealistic for sheath voltages in the

-102 V to 103 V range.
As in previous works,21,37 the discharge is described by an equivalent electrical network, with the
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various components corresponding to the physical processes occurring within the discharge. Each of the
components ischaracterized bytheelectron temperature, the collision frequency, the sheath voltages, and/or
the discharge current. Each of the power inputs, P, in Eqs. (3) and (6) is represented by an equivalent

resistance: R s 2P/I. In addition, the electrical equivalent to the glow includes an inductance Lg:x

i^e* ape
where <•> is the rf angular frequency. The displacement current through the glow has been neglected for this

case where <d_2 >> w2 (a>p is the plasma frequency). Finally, the sheaths are modeled by capacitances

q - |i/(-vlt/)|

(8)

where V1{ is the first harmonic component of the sheath voltage. These electrical elements constitute a
lumped circuit model for the discharge. The discharge is thus characterized by an impedance

Z " Ro/im + R« + Rsec + Rw/t + J

CD

h - £ MuC.)l

<9>

where j2 s -1. The total voltage amplitude across the two electrodes is then given by Vrf = |Z|I.
Lieberman and Savas39 studied the dc bias that develops between the electrodes of an asymmetric
rf discharge for several discharge geometries. They found ratios for the dc sheath voltages V0 j by equating
the total rf current flowing across the two discharge sheaths, and using a diffusion equation solution for the

plasma density profile in the glow. Similar expressions for the density profile and total rf current flowing
across a sheath will also be needed in Sections A and B below. The glow is modeled as a cylindrical slab of

cross section A etR2 and height L. A cylindrical coordinate system centered in the glow is used, so that the
axial sheath edges are at z = ±172. Ion motion in the glow is described by ambipolar diffusion, nu=-DaVn,

where Da * kTg/^ Vjm) * uBXi(Te/3Ti)1/2 is the ambipolar diffusion constant40 Here, Mj and Tj (1.5kTj

eO-SMjCj2) are the ion mass and temperature, respectively; and v™ and Xt* Cj/v™ are, respectively, the total
ion-neutral momentum scattering frequency and mean free path for the two processes of charge exchange and

elastic scattering.

Denoting the ionization frequency by vit the density profile satisfies the particle
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conservation equation -Da vhi = v;n, and has the form
n(x) - ^^(arjcos^z) ,

(10)

where J0 is the zero order Bessel function of the first kind. The coefficients a and $ aredetermined by setting
the ion flow speed at the sheath edge to the Bohm speed, or equivalently by requiring -DaVh=nsUB at the
sheath edge. When this condition is evaluated at x e (r,z) = (0,±L/2), b b fijl is given by

(LuB)/(2Dfl)cos(b) - bsin(b) - 0 .

(11)

And when the boundary condition is evaluated at x = (R,0), a e oR is given by

R(VD*)Jo(a)-aJi(a)-° •

(12)

where Jj is a Bessel function. The short mean free path limit was used in Ref. 39 and this gave a* xoi^
(Xoi s 2-405 is tne firet zero of Jo)» and * * *£- However, a and fi can be considerably smaller that these
values at the pressures and cavity dimensions used in the experiment. This is shown by thevalues for a and
b listed in Table II.

There are limits to the values for a and p. First, presheath electric fields in the collisionless ion

motion regime will give a minimum electron density attenuation from the center of the glow to the sheath

edge. This idea was used in Ref. 19 to set an upper bound for ns(x)/n0 ofe"1/2 *0.606 at very low pressures.
This implies lower bounds on aRand *L/2 of -1.32 and -0.92, respectively, and these values were substituted
for a and b when Eqs. (11) and (12) gavevalues below these lower bounds.

Secondly, an upper limit should exist on aR for pressures greater than a few tens of millitorr. For
example, localized ohmic heating near thesheath edge can increase thesheath edge density above that implied
by a and pof Eqs. (11) and (12) when the discharge is very collisional and the electron thermal conductivity

is poor. Godyak and Ganna studied this theoretically and experimentally, and presented data for a helium rf
discharge showing that the ratio of the plasma density at the sheath edge to that at the center of the glow

varied from -.4 to-.2 with increasing pressure between 0.1 and 1ton-.40 They also gave acondition for which
their mathematical model was valid: (2TeXi)/(TiL) << 1. In our experiment, this condition is closer to

equality, but this probably means that the heating is not entirely localized. Additionally, their data suggests
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that the density ratios are above -0.1 over a wide pressure range. Thus, taking this figure as an estimated
lower bound for the density ratio, this gives a maximum aR * 2.2. (The corresponding upper limit for fijl
is -1.5. This, however, is not encountered in our experiment.)

Estimates for the density at the sheath edge are now obtained from Eq. (10). Along the sheath
boundaries at z=±L/2, ns(x) is approximated by

n,(r,±L/2)-n,(0)J0(«r) ,

(13)

where 1^(0) b n0cos(b). Along the sheath edge at r=R,

n5(R,z) -n,(0)(j0(aR)/cos(/?U2))cos(/}z) .

(")

The boundary conditions Eqs. (11) and (12) can be used to show

J0(a)

L aJi(a)

cos(b)

2R b sin(b)

(IS)

so that along the radial boundary

^^•^iraS0^1* •

(16)

Expressions for the volume and surface integrals in Eqs. (2) - (6) are derived from the density profiles
in Eqs. (10), (13), and (16). One obtains

fAnoo-«.(.RaL>^5*!£) ,

(«)

A«r(n,,„r)-n,(0),R2l^ ,

W

and

v^).^.^^[i*{(Sf].
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Equation (2) can be rewritten

^ ^ -N0L
_ m i «">(•>) 1+i aM2l
KjCTe)

(&)

*>

„m i

BN°L^

(20)

Equation (20) gives Te for a given value of N0Leff. This determines the elastic scattering frequency

vm=N0Km(Te) and the mean energy loss per ionization, E^Oy, for a maxwellian energy distribution. The

solution Te(N0Leff) and the other functions ofTe were computed by Misium et al.,19,41 and Table II lists the
values of Te, EIoss, and K,,, found as a consistent set in the computations. The variables aiaR and b e ^L/2

depend on Te through Da. In order to simplify the computations and make use of the numerical results of
Ref. 41, Leff was computed assuming kTe = 3eV (and kTj = 0.025 eV). This Te is close to the Te shown in
Table II, and in practice there are also uncertainties in Tj and A.j which enter. Hence, this was a reasonable
simplification to adopt for the computations.

Having established a notation for the density profile, the formula for fG in the ohmic power, Eq. (5),
will now be given. The modification of the glow impedance due to a nonuniform glowdensity is estimated
by borrowing a result from the simpler case where current flows strictly in the axial direction. Consider a
cylindrical slab glow of radius R and height L, where the current density flows along the z direction and the

density is ofthe form n(x) =n0Kz(z)Kr(r), as in Eq. (10). The glow impedance has the form32

z -z<Kz_1>

<21)

where Zu is the glow impedance for a uniform density glow and

(KT1)- Ifdz_L_ ,

^

LJ K^z)

<K,>- JLjdr2TrKr(r) ,
t R
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(22)

where the integrals are over the respective dimensions of the glow. Thus, the geometry factor fG is

(K'^AKp). Approximating J0(aR) and cos(£z) with parabolic expressions having the same density ratios
hr = n(R,0)/n0 = J0(a) and hz = n(0,L/2)/no = cos(b), fG is given by

*. [(i ♦ k)(i -^r}'1^ ♦ (i -*,r\ /[i -(i -h,)w]}.

(23)

Values for fG used at each pressure are given in Table II.
The correction factor fG for the cylindrical slab glow with a nonuniform plasma density and radial
components to the current density requires solution of Poisson's equation. The effect of radial components
of the current density can be studied with the example of a rectangular cavity filled with a homogeneous

dielectric, with one end wall of the cavity (the powered electrode) held at some potential difference with
respect to the remaining walls of the cavity (the grounded electrode). Our problem reduces to finding how
the capacitance for this geometry differs from the simple one-dimensional result Let the cavitybe of length
A, width B, and height C, and let the powered electrode be the bottom side of this box. A gap of width d

around the edgeof the powered electrode must be included in the boundary conditions to avoid infinite fields
at the electrode edges. For simplicitywe assume a lineardecrease of the potential in this gap. One can show
that the capacitance C^ is

AB43r 1

Kc

sin(2krd)sin(2kyd)

to " €°"C 7A if (lj? tanh(kzC) <2k,d) (2kyd)
AB

(24)

1

0 c fG

where i,j =1,3,5,...; k, =»i/A, ky =*j/B, and l^2 =k,2 +ky2. The factor fG is then between 0.5 and 1for
gap sizes of 2 to 4 mm, when the cavity height is chosen as 2.5 inches and the length of both sides is 9 inches.
Because the side walls of the ground electrode are closer to the powered electrode, the impedance between

the two decreases. We refrain from explicitly including this correction due to uncertainty in its magnitude,

and the effects of nonuniform plasma conductivity. However, varying fG over a range of 1.5 to 3 for all
pressures studied here did not result in significant changes in the results. This is because ohmic heating

(where fG appears) is not the major electron power input at the pressures used in the experiment.
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A

Collisionless Sheaths

In thissection the stochastic heating power for the collisionless sheath is introduced andis used with
the foregoing results to form the collisionless sheath discharge model.

The collisionless sheath model of Ret 30 gives formulae for the sheath voltage and the sheath

conductance associated with stochastic heating. In the present model, these relations are assumed to hold

locally, but variations across an electrode are allowed. This is adequate when the scale length for density
variation along anelectrode is much larger than the sheath thickness. The total admittance of a sheath is then
obtained by integrating the admittance per unit area overan entire electrode. The sheath voltage is nearly
uniform overa given sheath; the electric potential in the glow can vary onlyby a few kTg/e, so that for sheath
voltages much larger than this, the properties of the sheath at different points along an electrode can be
described satisfactorily by a uniform sheath voltage. The time-averaged sheath voltage V0 j is given in Ref.
30 as

V0,-*^H,{3 **«,.).

«

where H{ is given in terms of the rf current density Jj(x) over the ith electrode as

H|Bj2(x)/(TO)2e0kT<rnJfI.(x)) .

<26>

Thus, ifthe glow is adc equipotential, then H- or J2/ns ~ is also constant over a sheath. Ref. 30 also shows
that the rf voltage in a sheath is also expressible in terms of H, so that the glow is an rf equipotential once
it is assumed to be a dc equipotential.

Current continuity through the discharge yields a relation between the sheath voltages at the two

electrodes. This problem was studied in Ref. 39where the result for the collisionless sheath was developed

for the case where Hj >> 1so that V0i in Eq. (25) is proportional to Hj2. For smaller values ofV0i (for
example, the larger area sheath of anasymmetric system) this isless accurate, and the correction is not difficult

to do. It is useful to define two functions fj(x), i=PE or GE, which define the density profile along a sheath
edge:
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nsJ(x) - ns(p)Ux) .

(27)

The density profile functions are given explicitly through Eqs. (13) and (16). Eq. (26) can be solved for Js(x)

of the form Ji(x)=Ji(0)fi1/2(x), and this can be integrated over the electrode to obtain the discharge current
I. Equating two such equations give a relation between the H^

H PE

H GE

^GE^GE'

(28)

Apf'fe'

Expressions for the integrals Ai<fip )are listed below. Similar integrals - (fj275) ~ will be required
for the collisional sheath model. We have:

f

^pe) ' 2*
/

\2

/

lxoiJ

\2

aJj(a)

LV+P)

Age{*ge) - 2*r2

.*oi.

(29)

Xoi

go

2bsin(b)

few?)

(30)

(Xoi is the first root of the zero order Bessel function J0.) The functions Gp and Fp are defined by

Gp(y) - Jyoduu[j0(Xoiu)]p

F,(y)-j>du[cos(*u|

(31)

for 0<y<l.39 Table II presents the values ofGp and Fp used in the computations.
Pohm in Eq. (5) is proportional to I2/n0. This suggests expressing Pohm in terms of HPE. Using the
definition of JPE(x) and Eq. (26), one finds

i! - Hp£wa>2e0kTc(AP£(f^>)2cos(b) .
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(32)

Thus, Pohm can be expressed in terms of HPE with no explicit dependence on ns(0).
The stochastic heating per unit area given in Ref. 30 yields

P* -X^(e0n>,»W«2)H?A'

(33)

when integrated over both electrodes. Thus Psl can also be expressed in terms of the Hj's, with no explicit
dependence on ns(0).

Equation (4) shows that Pl0ss is proportional to 1^(0), and Eq. (6) shows that P^ is also proportional
to ns(0), and depends on a quadratic expression in Hj through V0i. These expressions for Pohm, Pst, P^ and
Ploss, when inserted into Eq. (3), give a relation between the Hj and ns(0). For notational purposes, let us
define gloss and gsec ty Ploss Egloss^C0) and Psec Egse^sC0)- Then ns(°) fc given by

H,(0) - (Pofcn +VstWloss - Ssec) •

(34)

Note that the denominator arises from the difference in the secondary electron power and the electron energy

loss term PIoss; a divergence in ns(0) occurs when the discharge is being sustained solely by the secondary
electron power. This will be discussed further in Section VI.

A final constraint on the solution is that the total length of the glow and the sheaths is the cavity
height D. This is included in a more limited manner as a constraint on the sheath thicknesses on axis (at
r=0):

E sm;(°) +L - D .

(35)

i

where the maximum sheath thickness smi is given in Ref. 30:

..-^(.H^^H,.) ,

m,
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<*)

where XD is the Debye length («0kTe/nse2)1/2.
Equations (2), (28), (34), (35), and (36) form a set of constraints on the six variables L, Te, HGE,

ns(0), and smj (i=PE or GE). HPE is considered independent. The values of these parameters can then be
used to find other quantities in the discharge model. In particular, Eq. (32) may be used to obtain the
discharge current, which in turn may be used to obtain Cj (Eq. (8)), with W1 { given in Ref. 30 as

vv-t-th'-(2 +2-14H'-) •

(3?)

To simplify the numerical search for a solution to the set of equations (2), (34), (28), (35), and (36),
the radius of the glow, R, was not adjusted at each voltage. The sheath thickness at the grounded electrode
did not change drastically with voltage so that it was possible to use a fixed value of R. This was chosen so
that the sum of the glow radius R and the sheath thickness at x = (R,0) was close to the 11.4cm cavity radius.
Variation in this total radius, with this computational simplification, was only a few millimeters. Thus, this
simplification did not significantly affect the results.

B. Collisional Sheaths

In this section we examine the stochastic heating power in the collisional sheath regime, and the

formulation of the electron power balance in terms of ns(0) and I.
Ref. 31 gives formulae for the sheath voltage and the stochastic power per unit area of electrode when

the mean free path for symmetric charge exchange is much smaller than the sheath thickness. The timeaveraged sheath voltage can be written in terms of the rf current density J{(x) and ns j(x) at the ith electrode:

vo,/ -

2*1

*2«oekTeo>5
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Ji W ^

(38)

where «0 is the permittivity of free space. In this case, J5^/^ is constant over the lateral extent ofasheath,

and thus the current density may be expressed in terms ofthe density profile function as Jj(x) =Jj(0) ^(x),
where Jj(0) isthecurrent density atx = (0,±U2). J4(0) can berelated to thedischarge current Ibyintegrating
Jj(x) over the ith electrode. V0} can then be expressed in terms of I and 11,(0) byevaluating Eq. (38) at x =
(0,±L/2):
1/2

1 (

2X;
o,/

n,(0)

*2ejJekTtf&>5

j

\5/2

(39)

[+<f>

where the average over fs is given in Eqs. (29) and (30).
The stochastic heating term given in Ref. 31 can be written as

**-£

e0mcw ce
2.04e

(40)

Voj^i »

and depends explicitly on the sheath voltage. It ismore convenient to express the electron energy conservation
in terms of ns(0) and I, instead of ns(0) and V0{ (or H4) as was done in the collisionless sheath model.

Equation (39) is used to replace V0 {with I and ns(0). Pst is then proportional to I^/n^O).

Equation (39) also shows that the product of1^(0)^ jis proportional to I5/2, and this can be used
to express Pion (see Eq. (6)) strictly in terms of I. Theelectron energy balance equation can now be expressed
in terms of ns(0) and the discharge current I. Defining gloss, g^, and g^ by PIoss e gIossns(0), Pohm =
gohn/ns(°)» and pst s gst^ns(0)» electron energy balance can be solved for ns(0):
1/2

\2

fP.

n,(0)
2&

2&loss

iohm + gsec

(41)

g/asj

The discharge length constraint, Eq. (35), also applies here. Ref. 31 gives the result for the maximum
sheath thickness; on axis, at x=(0, ±L/2), the sheath thicknesses are
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Tl/2

*mi(0) " 1-95

I

2*/

*2e0ekTtf*>3

n,(0)

F2

(42)

A<f5>

Equations (2), (35), (41), and (42) are constraints on thevariables Te, L, 1^(0), and smi(i=PE or GE).
(The discharge current I is the independent variable.) Other discharge quantities may be calculated once a

consistent set of these parameters is known. In particular, the sheath capacitances Cj are obtained from Eq.
(8) using the result from Ref. 31 for Vlfi:

VU - !•» VW '

(43)

The numerical search for a consistent set of Te, L, ns(0), and smiwas simplified by using a fixed value for R,
the glow radius, as described in the collisionless sheath model.

The collisional sheath model developed in Ref. 31 gives the ions the Bohm speed at the sheath edge.

Godyak42 showed, in a fluid description of the sheath edge, that the ion speed is reduced below the Bohm

speed by a factor of (1 + (tkD)/(2ka))m when the frictional force on the ions is due to charge exchange
collisions (Xa is the mean free path for charge exchange). In argon at 70 mtorr, this factor is -1.18, upon

taking kTe *2eV, i^ *5 x 109 cm"3, and ka *0.06 cm. At lower pressures, this factor is even closer tounity.
Thus, for the pressures used in the experiment, the model of Ref. 31 suffices. At higher pressures this
correction to the ion speed at the sheath edge should be included. Then, however,the present model becomes
limited by other pressure dependent effects; these will be discussed later.

V. Model Results and Discussion

The resultsof the foregoing modelsare plottedwith experimental datain Figs. 5 - 7. The results from
the collisionless sheath model are shown in Fig. 5 for the 3.7 mtorr case; the results of the collisional sheath

model are shown in Fig. 7 for the 70 mtorr case; and the results of both models are shown in Fig. 6 for the
20 mtorr case. Table III presents a comparison of the ion mean free path used in the computations to the

values of the maximum sheath thickness, on axis, at the powered and grounded electrodes. The 20 mtorr case
is marginallya mixture of ion transport regimes,with the powered electrode sheath being three or more mean
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free paths thick and the grounded electrode sheath being one or more mean free paths thick. For this reason,
the results for both sheath models are presented for the 20 mtorr case. Curves for no secondaryemission (Yeff

=0) and for some Yeff > 0 appear for each pressure. Each such curve is labeled by the value of YeffThere are two parameters that enter into the computations. The first is the effective secondary
emission coefficient and the second is the mean free path. The mean free path is X{ = Cj/p, where p is the

pressure in millitorr, and Cj is a constant. The results shown are for Cj « 0.039 (when Xj is in meters), as

suggested by data from McDaniel.43 The models have also been run for Cj up to 0.08, and in all cases
varying C\ over this range caused only a modest change in the current and power results which could be

compensated by adjustments in yefr of less than 20%. Thus, in practical terms, only adjustments in Yeff give
large changes in the results, and hence only yeff is a useful fitting parameter.
We note that the fit of the models to the current data does not automatically imply a fit of the model

results to the experimental power data. The total power is given largely by the power at the first harmonic
P - 0.5 IV cos 6, where 6 is the phase shift between the first harmonic current and voltage. Thus, the phase
shift must be reproduced by the model, independent of the fit to the current data, if the power results are to
match the experimental data.

A

The DC Bias

The model results for the dc bias Vdc b V0

- V0

are shown in Figs. 5a, 6a, and 7a. The model

Vdc results linearly extrapolate to zero. This is because the floating electrode constraint was not explicitly

included in Ref. 30 and 31. As mentioned in Section III, this condition gives Vdc a quadratic dependence on
Vrf for small rf voltages.
The dc bias graphs show some disagreement in the slopes of Vdc vs. Vrf. Table IV gives the slopes
of the experimental and model results when each is fitted to a line. The collisional sheath model gives the
closest agreement, with the experimental slopes being larger by -16%. The sheath thicknesses given by the
model in these cases were 0.83 cm or less (see Table HI). The 3.7 mtorr case shows the largest difference

between the experimental data and the collisionless sheath model result; the experimental slope is -34%
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smaller than the model result. The sheath thicknesses given by the model in this case were roughly a factor
of two larger than at 20 mtorr, and consequently the approximation of the glow as a cylindrical slab may be
less accurate for purposes of computing the glow volume and sheath area integrals.
The slope of the dc bias vs. rf voltage was more sensitive to the mean free path Xj than either the

discharge current I or the total power Ptot. If the mean free path parameter Cj is increased by a factor of two,
the agreement between the experiment and model for I and Ptot could be maintained, and the slope of the dc
bias could also be made to agree. Thus, the dc bias was sensitive to the density profile through the value of

the integrals Aj (fj1/2). This suggests again that disagreement in the slope ofVdc vs. Vrf is partly due to the

approximations taken to compute these area integrals. Since the fourth power ofthe ratio (A_e (fge1/2 >)

/(A^ (fpe1/2 )) is involved, modest errors in this ratio yield larger errors in the slope of Vdc vs. Vrf. For
example,in the limit that HPE and HGE are much greater than unity, an 11% error in this ratio yields the 34%

discrepancy in the slope of Vdc vs. Vrf noted in Table IV.

Part of the disagreement in the slope of Vdc vs. Vrf can also be due to the omission of the floating

electrode constraint. Godyak and Sternberg44 recently studied a sheath model that included this condition,
and found that the dc sheath voltage V0 {can still be -10% greater than the expressions used here even for

voltages eVj {/(kTg) as large as - 500. Thus, the expressions for V0i used here involve some inaccuracy; but
it is not simple to use the results of Ref. 44 and apply them immediately to an asymmetric discharge to
discover the dc bias. However, one can see that there is an inconsistency in the dc bias in the limit of a very

asymmetric discharge (the "single sheath" limit). In this limit Vlge *V0 ge *0 for the model discussed here,
and hence,

V.

V

1± - _££ .

(44)

(At the pressures ofinterest, the rfvoltage across the glow is negligible in comparison to Vlpe, and has been
omitted from the denominator.) For large rf voltages this gives Vdc/Vrf * 0.83 and 0.78 for the collisionless
and collisional sheath models, respectively. In comparison, graphical results in Fig. 8 of Ref. 44 indicate this
ratio should be closer to unity. Additionally, the experiment is closer to a discharge driven by a sinusoidal
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voltage (not current), and for such a discharge eVdc/kTe = ln^eVrf/kTg) ) in the infinite area ratio limit.

For example, if eV^T^. = 100, then eVdc/kTe «96.8, and the ratio Vdc/Vrf would belarger than the-0.8 given
above. In the single sheath limit the expressions for V0 {and Vlti used here give Vdc/Vrf ratios that are too
small, and this mayextend to the 20 mtorr and 70 mtorr cases for which the model's slopewas slightly low.
The 3.7 mtorr case is quite different, and this may indicate that glow geometry considerations are more
important for this case.

B. The RF Impedance

Figure 5b shows the rf current at 3.7 mtorr for YCff = 0 and 0.03. The experimental data is fairly

linear, but the Yeff = ° curveis rootlike. If only thestochastic power were present, the model gives a scaling

of I « Vrf3/4 at large Vrf. In this case, the sheath thickness grows with Vrf, resulting ina decreasing sheath
capacitance and sheath admittance; thus the current should rise sublinearly with voltage. Adding the power
deposited bysecondary electrons causes an increase in the plasma density (fora given rf voltage) andthis slows
the increase in the sheath thickness. This is illustrated in Fig. 11 which shows the variation of the sheath
thickness with voltage for the 3.7 mtorr casewith no secondary electron power, andwhen a Yeff = °-03is vseA-

An even greater effect is also observed for the larger Yeff used m collisional sheath model cases. The sheath

impedance l/(wC) « sm increases more slowly when secondary electrons are included, and hence the I-V
characteristic is closer to that of a linear element.

The value of Yeff was chosen to replicate the fairly linear rise in I withV. Using thisYeff»tne model
yields a value for the total power Plol e Pion + Pl0SS, shown in Fig. 5c The curves for both Yen*= ° and 003
are close to the experimental power data. At Yeff = °-°2 (not shown) the model curve matches the
experimental data at 700V, but the linearity of I with V is sacrificed somewhat at this smaller YeffThe collisional sheath model results for the 70 mtorr argon discharge are given in Fig. 7. The current

is given in Fig. 7b for Yeu- = 0 and 0.16. With no secondary electron power, the current varies sublinearly with
Vrf. If stochastic heating were the dominant mechanism for electron energy absorption, then the rf current

I would vary as Vrf4/5. At this pressure however, ohmic heating is significant, though always less than P8t for
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Vrf >100 V. Thus the behavior of Iis amixture of the two contributions: Vrf4/5 from Pst, and V^ from
Pohm. As in the 3.7 mtorr case, including a secondary electron power term in the electron energy balance
increases the plasma density and inhibits increases in the sheath thickness and the sheath impedance. This
then brings the variation of I with V closer to a linear dependence.

The model results for the total power Ptot areshown in Fig. 7c The Yeff = 0 curve is -20-30% lower

than the experimental data, but comparison between the Yeff = 0 and 0-K> curves shows the importance of
including this extra energy deposition mechanism in the electron energy balance.
The model results for the 20 mtorr argondischarge appear in Fig. 6. Figure6b shows the current for
both collisionless and collisional sheath models. The collisional sheath results match the experimental data

much better. A value of yeff = 008 is sufficient to stabilize the sheath thickness growth at large voltage and
maintain a linear relationship between I and V. Additionally, this value of yefr simultaneously gives a good

match in the power results shown in Fig. 6c The collisionless sheath model results also appear in Figs. 6b

and 6c One finds that a larger value of yeff - 0.125 - is required in the collisionless sheath model to bring
the power result (Fig. 6c) up to the experimental data at 700 V, and even this value for Yeff cannot increase
the slower variation of I shown in Fig. 6b by the curve labeled "free fall." Thus, although mean free path

considerations do not imply highly collisional ion transportthrough the sheath, the results indicate remarkable
agreement between the collisional sheath model and the experimental data.

Figures 5-7 show that secondary electron power deposition can affect the discharge current and

power. For Vrf > 400 V the electron powers are only a small part of the total discharge power. The
discharge power at these voltages is dominated by Pion since the energy associated with each lost ion, eV0;,
is several times the energy associated with each lost electron, Eloss. An exampleof this is shown in Fig. 12a
which compares Pjon with Pst (for reference) for the 20 mtorr collisional model result. Figure 12b showsthe

corresponding electron power terms Pst, P^ and Pohm. Similar results hold for the 3.7 mtorr and 70 mtorr
cases; namely, at 400 V the ion power is -4 times the stochastic heating power, and at 800 V this ratio is
significantly greater. Figures 6 and 7 show, however, that addition of the secondary electron power can

increase the total power by a factor of almost 2 or more at 800 V. It is notable that the addition of a
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seemingly small power contribution can increase the total power by such a large amount. The reason is that

while secondary electron power is a small fraction of the total power, it can be a significant fraction of the
total electron power, and hence can significantly affect the plasma density. The total power will then increase

sincemore ions will be accelerated across the sheaths. The different contributions to the total electron power

are shown in Figs. 12b (20 mtorr case) and 13 (3.7 and 70 mtorr cases). At 3.7 mtorr P6t dominates the

electron power, although ?sec is becoming appreciable at large voltages. At 20 mtorr P^ is comparable to

Psl above -400 V; and at 70 mtorr P^ becomes the largest electron power deposition mechanism for Vrf >
500V. The enhanced plasma density resulting from secondary electron power is responsible for reducing (or

even reversing) the growth in sheath thickness (thus giving a more linear I - Vrf) and increasing the total
discharge power.

VI. Discussion

A. Secondary Electrons

In this model the effect of properly including secondary electron power in the electron power balance
was seento improvethe linearity of the dependence of I on Vrf. Secondary electron power alsoimproved the
agreement of the experimental and model values for the total discharge power, even though the fit of the

current data does not guarantee a fit of the power data. These results are an improvement over the model

ofMisium et al.19 which gave asublinear I - Vrf relations and too small a power at large Vrf.45
The improved agreement between the model results and experimental data is interesting in light of

other attempts to explain the linear I - Vrf relation. Surendra and Graves46 performed particle-in-cell (PIC)
simulations for (symmetric) helium discharges at 250 mtorr and 12 or 30 MHz. They showed that I was

proportional to Vrf evenwithoutsecondary electrons. Similar preliminary results haverecently been produced

by Mirrashidi et al.47 for argon discharges at 3 and 10 mtorr. (Kushner48 also studied electron power
deposition using a Monte Carlo simulation and claimed that secondary electrons were not significant. His

conditions, however, were for rf sheath voltages Vlfi inthe75 to 125 V range, and his claim is consistent with
the low voltage results of the present model.)
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Godyak and Sternberg44 showed that careful treatment of ion coUisionality inthesheath and inclusion
of the floating electrode constraint in a sheath model could give a fairly linear I vs. Vrf if Tcns/J remained
constant with I. This implies that an additional mechanism like secondary electron power is unnecessary.

However, in the absolutely collisionless limit, the sheath model of Ref. 44 produces a sublinear I vs. Vrf (if
Tens/J remains constant). Their model is sensitive to the degree of coUisionality at very small coUisionality,
and requires some coUisionality to give a linear I vs. Vrf.

In contrast, Godyak etal.17 presented data for asymmetric argon discharge that showed asuperlinear
I vs. Vrf for largeVrf at pressures above 0.1 torr. This could be interpreted in terms of an additional power
mechanism which has the effect of decreasing the sheath impedances preferentially at large Vrf.

Additionally, Bletzinger49 reports experiments in argon discharges inwhich the discharge impedance
increased by -5 - 10% at 0.1 torr when the cathode surface was changed from aluminum to a coating of

Aquadag, which has a y that is roughly half of that of aluminum. Vrf was -40 V in these experiments. This
shows that, at least at 0.1 torr, secondary electrons do influence the discharge current to some extent. Also,

Surendra et al.50 reported a -10% increase in the plasma density when secondary electrons were included
in PIC simulations for a 60 mtorr helium discharge. The secondary emission coefficient used was 0.1, the rf

frequency was 30 MHz, and Vrf was 800 V in their simulation. Thus, it is probably incorrect to neglect the
effects of secondary electrons totally.

In summary, the simple models of Ref. 30 and 31 are probably incomplete and must be augmented

by the effects incorporated in Ref. 44. However, this study and others show that secondary electron power

is a realistic and significant influenceon the discharge impedance, and hence should be includedin treatments
of global discharge models.

B. Escaping Electrons

The present model omits the kinetic energy lost with escaping electrons from the electron power

balance. Lieberman51 introduced the instantaneous mean energy lost per escaping electron as 2kTe +
eVsh(t), where Vsh(t) is the sheath potential surmounted by an escaping electron. Misium et al.19 later showed
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that theaverage of Vsh(t), weighted bytheinstantaneous flux of escaping electrons, was -2kTe for argon. (It
varies slightly, decreasing logarithmically with the rf voltage in the sheath.) The mean power lost from the

electrons due to this effect is therefore P^ • 4kTen5uB, and this term should be added to the left side of Eq.

(3). Since P^ is similar in form to Ploss, the solution to the models remain the same except that E^ is
replaced by El0SS + 4kTe. This correction is -40% at 3.7 mtorr (see Table II), -20% at 20 mtorr, and -10%
at 70 mtorr, and the trend is due to the increase of Eloss with pressure. Thus, this correction is most
important at lower pressures and requires bettertreatment. At higher pressures, the useof a smaUer yeffcan

compensate for the omission of P^ due to the manner in which secondary electron power appears (see Eq.
(34)).

We note thatwhenescaping electrons are included in the model, the total discharge power Plol must

include the kinetic energy flux carried out to the electrodes by escaping electrons, E 2kTeuBAi(ns j>, where

the symbol E denotes a sum over both electrodes. Thus, we have Ptot = Pion + P^ + E 2kTeuBAi<nsi>,
where Pl0SS and Pion are given by Eqs. (4) and (6), respectively. The three terms in the expression for Ptol
account for the mechanismsthat cany energyto the electrodes: Ion bombardment, recombination of ions and

electrons, de-excitation of excited atoms, cooling of gas atoms, and the kinetic energy flux of escaping
electrons.

Additionally, the escaping electron energy loss mechanism may require additional study: Ref. 46
reported electron kinetic energy lossesat the electrodes that were roughlya third of the total electron power.
These were PIC simulation results for helium discharge at 250 mtorr, from 200-800 V, at 12 MHz, and no

secondary electrons were included. This is significantly greater than the 2kTe estimated above for the kinetic
energy component of this loss term in the 70 mtorr case.

Wood52 also showed in PIC simulations of argon discharges at 3 mtorr and 13.56 MHz that the
average kinetic energylost per escaping electron canexceed ~2kTe. The enhancement in this low pressurecase
is due to the loss of energetic beam electrons that have crossed the glow after being accelerated by reflection

off of one expanding sheath. The simulations showed that the mean energyloss depended on the discharge
length; the mean energy lost was 16.7 eV for a discharge length of 10 cm, but decreased to 10.5 and 9.2 eV
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for discharge lengths of 7.5 and 13 cm, respectively. This behavior was attributed to the sensitivity of sheath
heating and electron escape processes on the phase of the arrival of the beam electrons at the sheath edge.

C. Divergence in the Density

The models presented here give a divergence in the density 1^(0). The effect of secondary electron

power should give an appreciable increase in ^(0). Belenguer and Boeuf53 show fluid simulation results
for a3torr helium discharge at 9.2 MHz in which the density rises from -2x109 cm"3 at 100 V, to -1010 cm*3
at 200 V, and then rapidly to -1012 cm"3 at400 V. Values beyond this were not shown. At lower pressures
typical of the ones used in our experiments, secondary electrons will enhance the density, but it is surprising
to find a strong divergence in the density at finite voltage.

The effect of secondary electrons was studied by Godyak and Khanneh34 in a work concerned with
the transition of a discharge to the y regime wheresecondary electrons principally sustainthe discharge. (This
happens for pressures much higher than those used in our experiment) One result they obtained was that

as the secondary electron power increased, the ionization produced by the glowelectrons decreased - that is,

Te decreased. This decrease in Te is not present in our modelbecause the ionization by secondary electrons
hasnot been explicitly included in the particle balance, Eq. (2). An improvement on this model would include
a term for secondary electron ionization to the particle balance, and an energy loss term for secondary

electrons in the electron powerbalance. Including secondary electronswould then give a lower glowTe, and

this would result in a larger Eloss.19 The voltage at which the density singularity occurs is roughly
-El0SS/(eYeff), and hence a lower Te shifts the density divergence to a higher voltage. This more complete
treatment of secondary electron power would therefore reduce the rate of rise in I or Ptot visible in the 70
mtorr model result between 700 V and 800 V. For the 3.7 and 20 mtorr data, secondary electrons are a

significant, but not the dominating electron power source. In this case, Te and 1^(0) in the models are
probably still reasonable for the level of sophistication employed here. At 70 mtorr, however, secondary

electrons can contribute more power at large Vrf than either ohmic or stochastic heating, and a better
treatment of secondary electrons becomes more important
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VII. Summary

The first part of this paper discussed measurements of the discharge current in an asymmetric
capacitive rf discharge. The current was measured at the grounded electrode, as this approach avoided
measuring the current flowing through the stray capacitance from the powered electrode to ground. We found

that glow confinement was crucial to accurate current measurements when the current is measured at the
grounded electrode. It was also important that the electrode configuration allowed a measurement that was
not sensitive to, or did not excite, current oscillations along the ground electrode surface. The procedurewe

have employed is somewhat equivalent to making the experimental system as simple electrically as possible.

This design goal is exemplified by symmetric discharges in glass vessels.16,54 These precautions are vital to
impedance measurements in electropositive gases since the phase shift at 10 MHz can be just a few degrees
short of -90°. In such circumstances stray effects degrade the phase accuracy of the measurement

The capacitive nature of the discharge current was verified by the measurements, and our initial
method of computingthe discharge current from the total current and voltage at the powered electrode was

shown to be consistent with the improved current measurement procedure. These results give further evidence
that the glow behaves as though its impedance has a negative resistance in argon at low pressures.

A study of the discharge impedance could be done with the newcurrent measurements. We found

a nearly linear dependence of I on Vrf, and a nearly quadratic dependence of the discharge power on Vrf.
These results are similar to trends reported by others. We also found that the discharge emits power at the
second harmonic

In the second part of this paper a model of an asymmetric discharge was presented. This model
represents a simplification of the work of Ref. 19; here we study the effects of including secondary electron
power in the electron powerbalance. Also, an asymmetric electrode configuration and a nonuniform plasma

density was included totest the theory of Lieberman and Savas39 on the dc bias that develops between the two
electrodes of an asymmetric system.

DC bias data show slight to moderate disagreement with the model (this is quantified in the

discussion). The model was sensitiveto the density profile and probably the degree to which the glowcould
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be described as a cylindrical slab. This is most likely a problem in the 3.7 mtorr, thick-sheath discharge.

Another source of disagreement may be the expressions for the sheath voltages Voi and Vlfi used in this
model. These expressions are large voltage limits for the sheath voltages,and do not incorporate the floating
electrode condition explicitly in their derivation. This condition gives corrections that are important for Vrf

up to a few hundred volts, and may thus modify the expression for the dc bias Vdc. This may be the major
sourceof disagreement forthe higherpressure cases, wherethe cylindrical slabgeometryof the glowis a better
approximation and hence, less of a concern.

Including secondary electron power in the electron power balance improved the linearity of I - Vrf

relation. Effective Yeff's of -0.03 to -0.16 were necessary to fit the I - Vrf results to the experimental data.
The model results for the discharge power were also found to be close to the experimental data, even though
this does not automatically follow from a fit of the rf current results.

The model gives a sublinear I - Vrf relation when no secondary electrons are included. Adding
secondary electron power to the electron powerbalanceresults in a more linear dependence of I on Vrf. The
additional power increases the density in such a way that the sheath thickness remains relatively constant with

voltage. The constant sheath thickness corresponds to a constant sheath impedance, and hence a linear I -

Vrf. Thus, in this model, a linearI - Vrf relation results from the densitydependenceof the sheath capacitance
and the power deposition mechanisms that determine the plasma density.

Other works indicate that secondary electron power is not needed toyield alinear I - v^.44,46 These
works imply that the sheath model employed here is not entirely correct By the same token, such results

imply that if a superlinear I - Vrf relation at large Vrf is observed, some other source of ionizing electrons,

besides sheath or ohmic heating, is present Experimental data of this sort has appeared in the literature.17
Additionally, experiments by Bletzinger49 show that secondary electrons have some effect on the discharge
impedance even at pressures as low as 0.1 torr in argon. Thus, a model study like this is useful to understand
the influence of secondary electrons on discharge behavior.

The model presented here is limited to pressuresbelow -100 mtorr. With increasing pressure, ohmic

heating becomes more important and a better value for the geometry factor fG is needed. Also, as the
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pressurerises, secondaryor sheath-heated electronswill deposit their energy in a region increasingly localized
near the sheath edge, and the density profile used here becomes less valid since it is based on a uniform
ionization frequency.
At lower pressures than those used here, the sheath thickness will be larger, and the sheath speed

-a>sm will approach the thermal electron speed.

An enhancement in the stochastic heating power is

expected,52,55 and this should be incorporated into the model This was notdone here because the sheath

speed was not sufficiently high to make use of the large sheath speed formula derived by Wood.52
Other shortcomings of the model have been discussed,namely the need to include an energy loss term
for escaping electrons, and a more complete treatment of secondary electrons in the power and particle

balance. The model, however, was still able to describe the discharge impedance quite well over the voltage
and pressure range investigated experimentally. It also serves to illustrate the usefulness of impedance studies:

That although the discharge impedance is generally not simply related to plasma parameters like the plasma
density or elasticscattering frequency as older investigations had hoped, the impedance is intimately connected
with the sheath properties and the ionization processes in the discharge. Thus, experimental impedance

studies can complement theoretical studies on the nature of rf sheaths and processes within the discharge.
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Table I. Phase angle of the discharge impedance at the second harmonic The experimental data
appears in the third column, and results from the two-sheath model appear in the fourth through sixth

columns. kTg/e used in the model computations is given in the seventh column.
exp't

model phase (deg.)
at density parameter of:

pressure

Vrf

phase

(mtorr)

(volt)

(deg.)

109 cm"3

1010 cm"3

3.8

145

112

90

100

3.8

700

115

97

100

20

120

99

87

96

20

700

104

95

98

70

102

95

84

93

70

700

100

94

97
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23 x

kT^e

109 cm"3

(volt)

117

2.6

112

112

2.6

X,

(cm)

1.0

0.2

0.2

.06

P

(mtorr)

3.7

20

20

70

11.0

10.8

10.8

10.7

(cm)

R

-5.5

-5.3

-4.8

-4.2

(cm)

L

2.2

2.16

2.16

1.52

a

-1.41

-1.11

-1.09

0.9191

b

models. G_ and Fp are evaluated at a/xoi and 2b/r, respectively.
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-1.8

-16

-2.6

-4.0

(eV)

kTc

72

52

52

42

(eV)

E,^

0.47

0.76

0.78

1.2

m3/s)

(1013

1^

2/5

2/5

1/2

1/2

in <fP>

p

0.307

0.301

0.282

0.162

Gp

0.763

0.645

0.622

0.543

Fp

3.1

2.3

2.3

1.6

fG

TABLE II. Parametervalues used in the model computations. The index p in column 10 refers to the collisionless(p=l/2) or collisional (p=2/5) sheath

TABLE 1TI.

Comparison of the ion mean free path Xt and the model results for the sheath

thicknesses (on axis) at the powered and grounded electrodes.

p

xt

W°)

W°)

(mtorr)

(cm)

(cm)

(cm)

3.7

1.05

1.2 - 1.6

0.6 - 0.7

20

0.20

1.0 - 1.2

0.28 - 0.4

0.20

0.58 - 0.83

0.25 - 036

0.056

0.46 - 0.63

0.21 - .03

(collisionless)
20

(collisional)
70
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TABLE IV. Comparison of the slopes of the dc bias, Vdc, vs. rf voltage, Vrf.
slope of Vdc vs. Vrf
P

experiment

model

(mtorr)

(exp't - model)

/(apt)

3.7

0.47

0.35

-34%

20

0.45

0.54

+17%

0.50

+16%

(collisional)
70

0.42
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. The vacuum chamber and electrode configuration. A rf power supply. B: blocking

capacitor. C: directional wattmeter. D: matching network. E: capacitive divider. GEl: original
grounded electrode. GE2: new grounded electrode for the confined glow experiments.

Figure 2. Using two gated integrator and boxcar averager modules for the current and voltage
measurements. The triggering scheme is indicated.

Figure 3. Current waveforms, (a) Total current Ilot(t) measured at the powered electrode, the current

through the stray capacitance Cs dV/dt, and the discharge current I(t) computed from Itot. The rf
voltage V(t) is shown for reference. The conditions are: 30 mtorr; nominal voltage amplitude is 600
V. (b) Discharge current measured at the new grounded electrode in the confined glow experiments.
Conditions are: 20 mtorr, 600 V.

Figure 4. Discharge current I(t) and the axial electric field in the original vacuum chamber

configuration. Conditions are: 2.3 mtorr,600Vrf amplitude, 3 inch electrode spacing. The electric
field measurements are taken at three positions in the glow: A 0.875 inch, o 1.75 inch, and • 2.625
inches from the powered electrode. Typical error bars are indicated for the 0.875 inch points only.
The rf voltage V(t) is shown for reference.

Figure 5. Data for the 3.7 mtorr argon discharge, (a) dc bias, (b) first harmonic current amplitude,

(c) total discharge power. Experimental data: dots. Collisionless sheath model: yeff = 0 (dashed
line), 0.03 (solid line). The abscissa gives the first harmonic voltage amplitude.
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Figure 6. Data for the 20 mtorr discharge, (a) dc bias, (b) first harmonic current ampUtude. (c)

total discharge power. Experimental data: dots. Collisional sheath model: yeff = 0 (dashed line),0.08
(solid line). Collisionless sheath model result for ye(T = 0.125: free fall.

Figure 7. Data for the 70 mtorr discharge, (a) dc bias, (b) first harmonic current ampUtude. (c)

total discharge power. Experimental data: dots. CoUisional sheath model: yefr= 0 (dashed line), 0.16
(solid line).

Figure 8. Current and voltage amplitude spectra for the 70 mtorr, 700 V argon discharge in the
confining electrode configuration. (The dc bias has been omitted from this plot)

Figure 9. (a) Equivalent resistance R, and (b) equivalent capacitance C for the discharge impedance
at the first harmonic Dots: 3.7 mtorr. Squares: 20 mtorr. Triangles: 70 mtorr.

Figure 10. Phase of the discharge impedance at the first harmonic. The dots are experimental data,

(a) 3.7 mtorr data and collisionless sheath model result with yeff = 0.03. (b) 20 mtorr data and

collisional model result, yeff = 0.08. (c) 70 mtorr data and collisional model result, yeff = 0.16.

Figure 11. Collisionless sheath model results for the sheath thickness at the powered and grounded

electrodes, with (yeff = 0) and without (yeff = 0.03) secondary electrons, for the 3.7 mtorr case. The
values for ycfr label each curve.

Figure12. Comparison of ion and electron powercontributions. CoUisional sheath model results for

the 20 mtorr case. In (a) Pion is given by "ion"; Psl is given by 1. In (b) Pst, P^, Pohm are given by
1,2, and 3 respectively.
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Figure 13. Comparison of the contributions to theelectron power for (a) the 3.7 mtorr (coUisionless
sheath model) and (b) the 70 mtorr (collisional sheath model) cases. Pst, P^, Pohm are given by 1,
2, and 3 respectively.
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